Section 100, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6305. Subject to lease 27A/1088 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 101, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6305. Subject to lease 26K/940 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 102, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6305. Subject to lease 27A/818 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 47, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6166. Subject to lease 26K/1158 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 48, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6166. Subject to lease 27F/884 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 49, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 8675. Subject to lease 27A/822 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 51, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6166. Subject to lease 26K/1157 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 52, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6166. Subject to lease 27A/4 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 85, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6305. Subject to lease 26K/942 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 86, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6305. Subject to lease 27F/888 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 87, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6305. Subject to lease 26K/399 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 88, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6305. Subject to lease 27B/444 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 89, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6305. Subject to lease 26K/694 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 91, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6305. Subject to lease 27K/712 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 93, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 8675. Subject to lease 26K/695 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 39, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Blocks VI and X, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6165. Subject to lease 26K/698 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 40, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block X, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6165. Subject to lease 26K/696 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 41, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block X, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6165. Subject to lease 26K/712 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 43, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block X, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6165. Subject to lease 26K/714 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 44, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block X, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6165. Subject to lease 26K/924 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 45, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block X, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6165. Subject to lease 26K/400 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 46, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block X, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6165. Subject to lease 27A/817 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 53, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6303. Subject to lease 26K/1154 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 54, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block VI, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6303. Subject to lease 27K/814 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 135, Arthur’s Pass Township, situated in Block X, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 6165. Subject to lease 22B/304 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 89, Block I, Town of Bealey, Situated in Block XV, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 9528. Subject to lease 26K/1166 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 14, Block I, Town of Bealey, Situated in Block XV, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 9528. Subject to lease 26K/925 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 15, Block I, Town of Bealey, Situated in Block XV, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 9528. Subject to lease 26K/1165 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 16, Block I, Town of Bealey, Situated in Block XV, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 9528. Subject to lease 26K/715 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 17, Block I, Town of Bealey, Situated in Block XV, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 9528. Subject to lease 26K/700 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 18, Block I, Town of Bealey, situated in Block XV, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 9528. Subject to lease 26K/933 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 10, Block I, Town of Bealey, situated in Block XV, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 9528. Subject to lease 26K/935 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 11, Block I, Town of Bealey, situated in Block XV, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 9528. Subject to lease 27A/231 (Canterbury Registry).

Section 3, Block I, Town of Bealey, situated in Block XV, Bealey Survey District, and shown on S.O. Plan 9528. Subject to lease 22K/87 (Canterbury Registry).